
main program:   new aSHrae DeSign guiDe for Tall, mega 
Tall, anD Super Tall BuilDing SySTemS

Speaker:  peTer SimmonDS, leeD ap, pe, Beap 
managing Director/principal: BuilDing anD SySTemS analyTicS llc 
marina del rey, california and Hong kong

Peter Simmonds is managing director/principal of Building 
and Systems Analytics, LLC based in Marina Del Rey, CA and 
Hong Kong. He has one Bachelor of Science degree in Me-
chanical Engineering and another in Research and Develop-
ment from Reading Technical College; a Master’s degree from 
HTS, Den Bosch, the Netherlands; and a PhD from T.U. Delft. 
He has been a member of ASHRAE since 1989 and has twice 
chaired Technical Committee (TC) 9.12, Tall Buildings. He has 
been involved in the design and operation of tall, supertall, 
and megatall buildings around the world for more than 30 
years. He is also a recognized authority in the field of radiant 

heating and cooling systems. The main goals of his research and applications have been 
to understand the heat transfer and performance of radiant systems for both heating and 
cooling. His studies related to thermal performance of these systems led to a unique way to 
enhance these systems. Publications of his work led to the development of radiant systems 
in the United States and are included in the ASHRAE Handbook. He received the Carter 
Bronze Medal from the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers in 1993.

He has authored or coauthored more than 60 technical papers, articles, and books and is 
a member of several ASHRAE Technical Committees. Peter also teaches graduate and post-
graduate architectural students at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles. 

preSenTaTion Summary
The ASHRAE Technical Committee for Tall Buildings, TC 9.12, has defined a tall building 
as one whose height is greater than 300 feet (91m).  At the time of the publication of 
the HVAC Design Guide for Tall Commercial Buildings in 2004, there were only about 
300 buildings taller than 200 meters. This number had risen to 600 in 2010 and it was 

Thursday, OcTOber 8   
(5:30 pm TO 8:30 pm) 

pG&e pacific enerGy  
cenTer  
851 howard street 
san francisco 
(415) 973-2277

aGenda:

5:30 pm   
 registration & Social Hour  
6:30 pm
 Dinner, announcements  
 and introductions

7:30 pm  main program

8:30 pm  adjourn

register at www.ggashrae.org

cOsT:
gg aSHrae members,  
Before 5pm, Oct. 2 $40 
After 5pm,  Oct.2 $50

non-members,  
Before 5pm, Oct. 2 $50 
After 5pm, Oct. 2 $55

Students/Voucher Holder
Free, but please register
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finD DeTailS aT ggaSHrae.org

´weDneSDay, ocToBer 7, 8:30am – 4:00 pm
Golden Gate ASHRAE – CBE – PG&E Seminar
LOCATION: PG&E Pacific Energy Center
TOPIC: Sustainable Urban Housing

´THurSDay, ocToBer 8, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION: PG&E Pacific Energy Center
TOPIC: New ASHRAE Design Guide for Tall,  
Mega Tall, and Super Tall Building Systems 
SPEAKER: Peter Simmonds, Managing Director/ 
Principal of Building and Systems Analytics, LLC

´SunDay, ocToBer 25 8:30am – 3:00pm
3rd Annual Clay Shooting Tournament
LOCATION: Coyote Valley Sporting Clays, Morgan Hill

´THurSDay, noVemBer 6, 8:00 am – 8:30pm
Inaugural YEA Technical Weekend
LOCATION: Embassy Suites Buckhead
TOPIC: A weekend of high-performance building  
courses, technical tours, and networking

´THurSDay, noVemBer 12, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION/ TOPIC/ SPEAKER: TBD

´THurSDay, DecemBer 10 (time to be announced)
Joint Meeting with San Jose Chapter 
LOCATION/TOPIC: TBD 
SPEAKER: Peter Rumsey

´THurSDay, January 14, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION: Oakland (venue TBD)
TOPIC/SPEAKER: TBD

´THurSDay, feBruary 11, 11:30am – 1:30pm
LOCATION: San Francisco (venue TBD)
TOPIC: TBD
SPEAKER: Paula Kehoe

´THurSDay, marcH 10, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION: TBD, joint meeting with Redwood Empire
TOPIC/SPEAKER: TBD

´THurSDay, april 14, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION: San Francisco (TBD)
TOPIC/SPEAKER: TBD

´THurSDay, may 12, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION, PG&E Pacific Energy Center
TOPIC: Awards and Product Show

´THurSDay, June 9, 5:30pm – 8:30pm
LOCATION/TOPIC: TDB
SPEAKER: Bill Bahnfleth

predicted that there would be 765 buildings taller than 200 meters in 2012. Since 2004 there has also been an introduction 
of two new classes of tall buildings:

• Mega tall, which are buildings taller than 300m, and
• Super tall, which are buildings taller than 600m

Tall commercial buildings present a series of design problems that differ from those that are found in other projects in the 
built environment. The previous HVAC Design Guide for Tall Commercial Buildings provided guidance in both understanding 
the HVAC design problems of tall commercial office buildings (with heights of 100m or more) and in detailing their alterna-
tive solutions. This lecture will be of interest to owners, architects, structural engineers, mechanical engineers, electrical 
engineers and other specialized engineers and consultants. The design guide not only focuses on the efforts of designers 
of the heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, but also addresses the importance of the design team and 
their collective efforts and concerns that are the critical elements in determining the ultimate solutions to project needs of 
a tall building. This guide addresses design issues for tall commercial buildings which are very often mixed use, consisting 
sometimes of low level retail, office floors, residential floors and hotel floors but the matters discussed and the recommenda-
tions and comments that are developed, with various modifications, can be applied to other project types within the built 
environment. As buildings get taller there are different climatic effects which vary over the height of a building. The façade 
becomes important, not only due to the building size but also how it responds to ambient conditions and how it contributes 
to the buildings heating and cooling loads.  The façade also contributes to daylight harvesting.

october 24 dinner meeting continued
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 golden gate chapter  
president’s Message, october 2015

Golden Gate harvest Outlook 2015-2016 
Summer draws to a close, the days grow shorter, and a new season of Golden Gate ASHRAE is upon us. So it’s now time for 
greetings from your 2015-2016 chapter president. 

I’m excited to be here and to be working with an excellent crop of board and committee members. I anticipate a bountiful harvest 
for the chapter this year; many of our committee chairs are entering their second year of service and are poised for strong growth. 
And we have new chairs showing great promise. Check out the team here: board and committees. http://ggashrae.org/content.
php?page=Committees

And please contact me at erik@kolderupconsulting.com if you feel ready to dig in too.  

2015-2016 Golden Gate harvest outlook: 
• Enlightening chapter-meeting presentations 
• October 7 Seminar: Sustainable Urban Housing, with an all-star lineup. (Thanks, Charles and seminar committee!)
• Another strong lineup of YEA activities. Click here. (Great job, Alyse!) 
• Student scholarships; we awarded over $20,000 last year and it will be even higher this year
• Student travel grants. We helped two students attend national ASHRAE meetings and hope to send four this year.
• K-12 student activities (Go Anna!).
• Sporting Clays Tournament, October 25, joint event with the San Jose Chapter. 
• Product show, May 2016. (Thanks, Ivan!)
• Golf tournament, summer 2016. (Good job, Steve!)
• Tennis tournament, summer 2016. (Nice shot, James!)
• Funding-raising for ASHRAE research, over $27,000 last year. (Woo hoo, Jason!) 
• State and local policy updates from our Grassroots Government Advocacy Committee (Yea, Jeremy!).
• And more! (Please also plant your ideas) 

 I’d like to close my first president’s message with thanks to our immediate Past President Annie Foster-Courtney. For her six years 
(and counting) on the board, Annie has many times gone beyond the call of duty to resolve problems and move the chapter forward. 
Thanks to her hard work we have a great foundation for another great Golden Gate year. 

Erik Kolderup
2015-2016 President
ASHRAE Golden Gate

http://ggashrae.org/content.php?page=Committees
http://ggashrae.org/content.php?page=Committees
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ashrae – 2015 -2016! 
Tom Gilbertson, Chapter Historian

With the start of a new year we are reminded of how important ASHRAE is…and HAS been 
to society!...Not just OUR Society…but to the society of all humankind!....no other collection 
of technology has done anywhere near as much as ASHRAE  to improve the quality of life…
as has the technology embodied in our “ASHRAE Society”!....

With that has a backdrop….and recognizing that we have the obligation…as well as the 
opportunity to improve the general welfare of our Country…lets see just what has been 
accomplished as the technology of our industry has moved forward….from an historical 
perspective…..Just where did we come from….and what has ASHRAE-technology provided?

Let’s start with fooD…ASHRAE’s Technical Handbook Series, particularly in the Refrigeration Book….documents how to 
preserve and store, make-safe, and distribute food products…Think about that…. ASHRAE describes, instructs, and sets 
Standards, for the safe treatment for meat, poultry, dairy, eggs, fruits, vegetables, and beverages…This has become the 
accepted standard for the most economical sources of nutrition, and the handling of the food supply…..the World has ever 
known!...And where did we come from in a few short years?... One needs 
to note that no Country on earth spends as small a percentage of their 
personnel income on food….as does the United States.

Then there is Heating ….and Cooling….Domestic Water Systems…..
all items that ASHRAE, and its predecessor-Societies quantified, re-
searched, and then documented….ASHRAE not only sets standards 
for the items…..but shows anyone who is willing to read…HOW …to 
do these things…..How far have we come?...and what a relatively short 
time!... I remember the living on a “substance farm”…No refrigeration, 
no electricity, only running water,...no indoor plumbing….All subjects 
that ASHRAE has documented…and….. made available the advantages 
of, to mankind….we have moved through HISTORY rather rapidly…

1937…on the farm….(along with over 50% 0f the entire US popula-
tion)….No refrigeration?....the hog was butchered….fried down to make 
salt pork, (in order to preserve the meat through the Winter)…set in an 
earthen ware crock…and stored in the root cellar…certain portions sent 
to the smokehouse to use that method to cure the meat….canning the 
fruits and vegetables…and those too sent to the root cellar to remain 
cool until they could be used … but first “cured and protected using  
“heat” supplied by a wood fire….(We cut the oak fire-wood, by hand, 
from our 40-acre wood lot.)

No central heating…-35 F outside air temperature…and we had a “wood 
stove”…used year-round for comfort heating…and for cooking!….No 
Cooling….and No domestic water heating except for reservoir on the 
cast iron stove….or from a tea kettle set on the stove…..(not very comfortable when the outside air temperature reached 95 F!

ASHRAE -Technology changed all of this….,refrigeration,…frozen food….furnaces and boilers for comfort heating…domestic hot 
water heating….to say nothing of air filtration, and technology that made the computer/semi-conductor industry possible….
And ASHRAE technology made these improvements affordable!...and ASHRAE made the historic improvements in the quality 
of life that we all enjoy…and now take for granted! 

…..Hurrah for ASHRAE!...home of the  technology that makes the World livable!
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2015 chapters regional conference report
The Region X Chapters Regional Conference (CRC) is an annual gathering of chapter leaders from California, Nevada, Arizona 
and Hawaii. The 2015 event was hosted by the San Jose chapter in Los Gatos and was held in August. 

Your Golden Gate chapter sent nine board and committee members to participate in ASHRAE’s “grassroots” governance process 
and learning some tips about running a chapter. 

Some of our members took home some hardware!

• Annie Foster Courtney, Presidential Award of Excellence, Special Citation

• Anna Osborne, Rising Star Student Activities Award

• Tom Gilbertson, Chapter Service Award

• Matt Russell, Best Membership Promotion Chair

The 2016 CRC will be held August 18-20 in Los Angeles. If you are interested in more information or think you might want to 
attend, then get in touch.

Erik Kolderup
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  research promotion

Jason Lesser, Research Promotion Chair 
2015-2016 Donors
Thanks to all who donated last year we exceeded our goal of $26,500. This year we plan to exceed our goal of $27,000 and we 
have already had some generous donors.

The Following individuals and companies have generously supported ASHRAE Research and Golden Gate Chapter for 2015-16 
Campaign.

With the help of following Donors and Golden Gate Chapter Volunteers, we were able to raise the most amount of Research 
Funds over the last 10-years.Golden Gate Chapter received Challenge RP award at Chapter Regional Conference.

Your contributions are much appreciated. Thank you for making a difference and shaping tomorrow’s built environment today.

organizaTionS
$2000 & Over

$1000 to $1999

$250 to $999
R F MacDonald Co. - Hayward

inDiViDualS
$2000 & up
Mike Mann

$2000 & up
$250 to $999
up to $249
Mark H Walton
Glen R Leggoe
Carl H Jordan
Elizabeth Foster Courtney
Nikki Friedman
James G Nemechek
Zberri A Alvi
Michelle V Dionello

Donors in 2015: 

Donations are tax deductible, by check, credit card or online at  www.ashrae.org/contribute
Mail Checks to: ASHRAE RP: 1791 Tullie Circle, NE: Atlanta, GA 30329 

For more information, please visit Research and Promotions section on www.ggashrae.org 
or contact RP Chair Jason Lesser at (510) 455-0062, jlesser@ami-hvac.com

Our goal for this year is to raise $27,000 for ASHRAE Research 
Contributions: $1,366
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YEA attends a SF 
Giants Game in 
August
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ashrae and ibpsa-usa simbuild 2016 conference abstracts due Oct. 16
ASHRAE and IBPSA-USA have announced a second, co-organized conference that encompasses the ASHRAE Energy Modeling 
and IBPSA-USA SimBuild Conferences. 

The co-organized conference, titled ASHRAE and IBPSA-USA SimBuild 2016: Building Performance Modeling, takes place 
aug. 10-12, 2016, Salt lake city, utah. There is currently an open call for papers. 

 “The first jointly organized conference held in 2014 was a huge success in its ability to bring to the building energy analysis 
and performance simulation community together and provide the conference content to serve attendees,” Dennis Knight, 
Conference chair, said.  “The ASHRAE and IBPSA-USA SimBuild 2016 conference seeks to build upon that success and further 
improve the industry’s ability to accurately model building performance.”

Modelers, software developers, owners and researchers will address the practices of energy modeling and building per-
formance simulation using existing simulation tools, software development, and future simulation research and applications.

The conference seeks papers on the following topics:
• Energy efficiency
• HVAC component modeling and load analysis
• Urban scale modeling
• Lighting and daylighting
• Combined use of tools
• Co-simulation
• Optimization
• Algorithm advances
• Computational fluid dynamics
• Data exchange and interoperability
• Energy auditing
• Life cycle cost and economic analysis
• Model calibration and validation
• Automation and scripting
• Modeling of tall buildings
• Weather data for modeling
• Occupant comfort
• Heat, air, moisture modeling
• Uncertainty analysis
• Big data applications for large scale simulations
• Reality capture for modeling
• Data visualization and user experience
• In addition, papers describing workarounds, case studies, how to’s, challenges, barriers and cloud-based solutions are encouraged. 

Abstracts (400 or less words in length) are due Oct. 16, 2015.  If accepted, papers are due Jan. 15, 2016. The conference papers 
will be a maximum of eight pages in length. To submit an abstract or for more information, visit: www.ashrae.org/simbuild2016.

A call for presenters will be announced after the call for papers closes. Invited speakers and keynote speakers will be 
announced. The conference will cover two-and-a-half days and will be preceded by two days of training seminars and short 
courses.  “The conference seeks to keep pace with advances in computing, data and automation as well as to help modelers 
make better decisions through the application of simulation and modeling over the entire building life cycle,”  Knight said.

https://ashrae.org/news/2015/ashrae-and-ibpsa-usa-simbuild-2016-conference-announced

http://www.cbe.berkeley.edu/sustainable-urban-housing.pdf

http://www.ashrae.org/simbuild2016
https://ashrae.org/news/2015/ashrae-and-ibpsa-usa-simbuild-2016-conference-announced
http://www.cbe.berkeley.edu/sustainable-urban-housing.pdf
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San Jose ASHRAE, AFE39 and Golden Gate 
ASHRAE are co-hosting our annual Bay Area 
Clayshooting Event.  Please join us for this exciting 
opportunity to network with industry peers and recon-
nect with old friends.  Registration fees include:
· Targets
· (2) Boxes of Shotgun Ammo for sporting clays
· Safety orientation with safety glasses and ear 

protection
· Shotgun Rental (provided at stations)
· Lunch (Steak/Chicken, salad, beans, dessert)
· Entry into the Chapter Tournament or participa-

tion to Free Roam Event with (1) Box of Ammo.
See next page for more Event Details.

Sunday, October 25th, 2015
Mark your calendars!
Coyote Valley Sporting Clays
1000 San Bruno Ave
Morgan Hill, CA

Registration Costs:

Per person:
· Before  Oct. 10: $100 /person
· After Oct.11: $120 /person

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

$300 per Station.  Includes (1) Company 
Banner placed at a station.  There are 10 
total stations and they will be awarded on a 
first come first serve basis.

$1,400  Includes (1) Banner on a Station, 
(1) Squad (8ppl), and (1) Picnic Area Ban-
ner.

$1,800.  Includes a Banner on (2) Stations 
(1) Squad, and (1) Picnic Area Banner.

$2,800 Includes a Banner on (3) Stations, 
(2) Squads(16ppl), and (1) Picnic Area Ban-
ner.

Sponsorship submission deadline: October 1st. 

continued on next page
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Sporting Clays Event:  Like golf only with a shotgun.  
There are stations with different targets that fly in 
different locations throughout the facility.  Each 
group of 4 will shot at 10  stations, having 1-3 shots 
per station.

Lunch:  Includes Santa Maria Tri-tip Steak or Chick-
en served with Salad, Garlic Bread, Chili Beans, and 
Fruit or Dessert.

Chapter Tournament:  Depending on field availability 
the contest will be in either Trap or Skeet. Chapter 
champion will be determined by the sum of the 10 
highest scores of the players representing a chapter. 
Contest entrants must declare their represented 
chapter before participation.  The winning chapter 
will maintain possession of the Bay Area Clay shoot-
ing Cup for the next year. 

All proceeds from this event will be distributed 
among  AFE39, San Jose and Golden Gate Chap-
ters for Chapter Operations and Research Promo-
tion 

Date:  Sunday October 25th, 2015

Location:  Coyote Valley Sporting Clays, 1000 
San Bruno Ave Morgan Hill, CA 95037. 408-
778-3600

Schedule:  Arrive by 8:30AM to give yourself 
time to park, sign forms, and receive safety 
orientation.

9 AM to 12:30 PM: 10-Station Sporting Clays 

12 PM to 1 PM:  Lunch

1 PM to 2 PM:  Free Roam & Contest

Event Details

Please RSVP By October 10th To:
Justin Libay
JLibay@willdan.com
Please include quantity of teams, 
chapter affiliation,  and team member 
names if available.  Cash, check, or 
credit card accepted.

Questions?  Feel free to reach out to the following contacts:
Justin Libay (Event Organizer):  JLibay@willdan.com
John Wagner (San Jose ASHRAE):  john.wagner@trane.com
Tim Goeppner (Golden Gate ASHRAE):  tgoeppner@calhydro.com
Mark Chellino (AFE):  mchellino@elecdist.com
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Multi-unit residential construction is growing both in 
California and nationwide, with the number of units to 
be delivered in 2015 expected to surpass pre-recession 
averages. With such growth, improving the environmental 
performance of this building type is essential to meet 
California’s energy goals for zero net energy buildings 
while addressing other issues such as land use, water, 
transportation and human health.

What are the key issues affecting design, construction, 
liability, and operation of multi-family buildings in an urban 
context? A panel of experts will explore the issues related to 
sustainable urban housing in multi-unit buildings, in ways 
that further sustainable design at the neighborhood level 
as well.

The in-person program qualifies for 6 AIA Continuing Education learning units/HSW.

October 7, 2015

8:30 AM – 4:00 PM  
Pacific Energy Center 
851 Howard Street, San Francisco 
Also available by live webcast 

Registration
Space is limited; pre-registration  
is recommended. 
Register for San Francisco class: 
www.goo.gl/w6L5Bi
Register for live webcast: 
www.goo.gl/f4NR4s
This event is free and open to the public, 
presented by the ASHRAE Golden Gate 
Chapter, co-sponsored by the Center for the 
Built Environment (CBE), at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and PG&E.

Seminar on  
Sustainable Urban Housing

Photos courtesy of : ©Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP / steelblue, 2015. All rights reserved. (left); ZGF Architects LLP, ©Timothy Hursley (center); Kwan Henmi (right).

Center for the Built Environment (CBE) 
University of California, Berkeley 
510.642.4950 
www.cbe.berkeley.edu

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Pacific Energy Center 
415.973.2277 
www.pge.com/pec

Organizing Sponsors

ASHRAE  
Golden Gate Chapter  
www.ggashrae.org
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http://www.architectureatzero.com/?utm_
source=Arch+Net+Zero+-+4%2F29%2F15&utm_
campaign=Arch+Zero&utm_medium=email. 

Architecture at Zero, now in its fifth year, seeks 
creative and feasible approaches to ZNE building. 
By encouraging innovative design solutions to 
site-specific design challenges, the competition 
aims to broaden thinking about the technical and 
aesthetic possibilities of zero net energy projects. 

Further, it seeks to raise the profile of ZNE 
among built-environment professionals, students, 
and the general public in California and beyond.

The 2015 site is located at San Francisco’s 
UCSF Mission Bay campus with a challenge to 
design family-style student residential units over 
a ground floor of community and support spaces.

Teams are challenged to develop a design 
that is as close to zero net energy as possible. 

The competition jury will review each entry for documentation of energy performance as well as the architectural integrity 
of the design.

To enter, please see competition details at: http://www.architectureatzero.com

ashrae Golden Gate employer recognition program
I’m very grateful to local companies that support their employees by paying for ASHRAE membership and chapter meeting 
attendance. As a gesture of appreciation, the chapter will be recognizing these companies at chapter meetings this year. We 
will also include a listing in the Fog Dispenser, starting in October as we kick off our 2015-2016 activities.

 If you are a grateful employee of such a company, please get in touch with our membership promotion chair, Brian Chacon, 
at brian.chacon@trane.com and let him know. And please provide a note from your management expressing a willingness to 
be recognized. If you like, send a company logo we can include in the listing.

Thank you!

Gratefully yours,
erik kolderup
aSHrae golden gate president 2015-16

ARCHITECTURE AT ZERO

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

naZZarO and assOciaTes
Manufacturers’ Representatives

MEYERS + ENGINEERS                                 NAZZARO and ASSOCIATES Conservation 
Mechanical 

Systems, INC.

Point Energy Innovations                     Mazzetti                                       Guttmann & Blaevoet                                  Interface Engineering    

OWENS CORNING           ATI – Architects and Engineers        California Hydronics Corporation      American Mechanical Inc.               ACCO Engineered Systems:

http://www.architectureatzero.com/?utm_source=Arch+Net+Zero+-+4%2F29%2F15&utm_campaign=Arch+Zero&utm_medium=email
http://www.architectureatzero.com/?utm_source=Arch+Net+Zero+-+4%2F29%2F15&utm_campaign=Arch+Zero&utm_medium=email
http://www.architectureatzero.com/?utm_source=Arch+Net+Zero+-+4%2F29%2F15&utm_campaign=Arch+Zero&utm_medium=email
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 board members and committee chairs

CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Christine Lee
(415) 963-3858
Christine.lee@arup.com

MEMBERSHIP PROMOTION
Brian Chacon
(408) 857-1065
brian.chacon@trane.com

RESOURCE PROMOTION 
Jason Lesser 
(925) 946-9101 x123
Jason.Lesser@ami-hvac.com
 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CHAIR
Anna Osborne 
(415) 489-7264
AnnaO@interfaceeng.com

HISTORIAN
Tom Gilbertson
(925) 376-4516
tomagilbertson@msn.com

YEA (Young Engineers in ASHRAE)
Alyse Sutara
(415) 489.3219
alyses@interfaceeng.com

FOUNDATION BOARD
Glenn Friedman
(510) 263-1542
gfriedman@taylor-engineering.com

PUBLICITY
William Martin
(510) 741-9100
william@conservationmechsys.com

REDWOOD EMPIRE
William Martin
(510) 741-9100
william@conservationmechsys.com.

HONOR AND AWARDS
Scott Wayland
510-508-2244
sewayland@comcast.net

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
Ma’ayan Bennaim
(925) 922-4866
mbennaim@sunbeltcontrols.com

GRASSROOTS GOVERNMENT 
ADVOCACY 
Jeremy Martinez
(510) 266-7817
jmartinez@calhydro.com

preSiDenT 
Erik Kolderup, P.E.
Kolderup Consulting
704 Tennessee Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 531-5198
erik@kolderupconsulting.com

preSiDenT-elecT 
Tyler Bradshaw, P.E.
Integral Group
427 13th Street
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 663-2070
tbradshaw@integralgroup.com

SecreTary
Tim Goeppner
Flowtherm Systems, Inc.
2293 Tripaldi Way
Hayward, CA  94545
510-266-7894
tgoeppner@flowtherm.com

TreaSurer
Michelle Dionello, P.E.
UCSF Medical Center – UCSF Benioff 
Children’s Hospital
3333 California Street, Suite 115, San 
Francisco, CA 94118
 415-353-3620
Michelle.Dionello@ucsf.edu

BoarD of goVernorS 
Nikola Kravik
Willdan Energy Solutions
1939 Harrison Street, Suite 430
Oakland, CA 94612
(925)719.5883
nkkravik@willdan.com
 
christine lee
Arup 
560 Mission St. Suite 700 
San Francisco CA 94105 
415-963-3858 
Christine.lee@arup.com

immeDiaTe paST-preSiDenT
Annie Foster Courtney, P.E.
WSP 
405 Howard Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 402-2248
Annie.Foster-Courtney@wspgroup.com
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contact the fog Dispenser editor Tim goeppner, tgoeppner@flowtherm.com 

 

  




















 

fog dispenser sponsors

A big thank you to the following sponsors for supporting publication of the Fog Dispenser.
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Tyler Bradshaw, PE, LEED AP
Principal

p:  510.663.2070  ex. 232
m: 408.674.3918  
e:  tbradshaw@integralgroup.com
w: integralgroup.com

427 13th Street
Oakland, CA 94612

Joseph Joslin, RCI, CSI, CDT
Business Development Leader
AEC Solutions – West

c: 650.868.0982  o: 707.652.5340
joseph.joslin@owenscorning.com   
OCBuildingSpec.com

Commercial Insulation
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